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During the summer of 2002 the NASA Deputy Administrator charted an internal NASA 
planning group to develop the rationale for exploration beyond low-Earth orbit.  This team, 
termed the Exploration Blueprint, performed architecture analyses to develop roadmaps for how 
to accomplish the first steps beyond Low-Earth Orbit through the human exploration of Mars.  
The previous NASA Exploration Team (NEXT) activities laid the foundation and framework for 
development of NASA’s Integrated Space Plan.  The reference missions resulting from the 
analysis performed by the Exploration Blueprint team formed the basis for requirement 
definition, systems development, technology roadmapping, and risk assessments for future 
human exploration beyond low-Earth orbit.  Emphasis was placed on developing 
recommendations on what could be done now to effect future exploration activities.  The 
Exploration Blueprint team embraced the “Stepping Stone” approach to exploration where 
human and robotic activities are conducted through progressive expansion outward beyond low-
Earth orbit.  Results from this study produced a long-term strategy for exploration with near-term 
implementation plans, program recommendations, and technology investments.  Specific results 
included the development of a common exploration crew vehicle concept, a unified space 
nuclear strategy, focused bioastronautics research objectives, and an integrated human and 
robotic exploration strategy.  Recommendations from the Exploration Blueprint included the 
endorsement of the Nuclear Systems Initiative, augmentation of the bioastronautics research, a 
focused space transportation program including heavy-lift launch and a common exploration 
vehicle design for ISS and exploration missions, as well as an integrated human and robotic 
exploration strategy for Mars. 
 
Following the results of the Exploration Blueprint study, the NASA Administrator has asked for 
a recommendation by June, 2003 on the next steps in human and robotic exploration in order to 
put into context an updated Integrated Space Transportation Plan (post- Columbia) and guide 
Agency planning.  NASA was on the verge of committing significant funding in programs that 
would be better served if longer term goals were better known including the Orbital Space Plane, 
research on the ISS, National Aerospace Initiative, Shuttle Life Extension Program, Project 
Prometheus, as well as a wide range of technology development throughout the Agency.  Much 
of the focus during this period was on integrating the results from the previous studies into more 
concrete implementation strategies in order to understand the relationship between NASA 
programs, timing, and resulting budgetary implications.  This resulted in an integrated approach 
including lunar surface operations to retire risk of human Mars missions, maximum use of 
common and modular systems including what was termed the exploration transfer vehicle, Earth 
orbit and lunar surface demonstrations of long-life systems, collaboration of human and robotic 
missions to vastly increase mission return, and high-efficiency transportation systems (nuclear) 
for deep-space transportation and power. 
 
The data provided in this summary presentation was developed to begin to address one of the key 
elements of the emerging implementation strategy, namely how lunar missions help retire risk of 
human missions to Mars.  During this process the scope of the activity broadened into the issue 
of how testing in general, in various venues including the Moon, can help reduce the risk for 
Mars missions.   
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